
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The first trouble arose when the building ____________________.1. (erect)was being erected

Word came that a relief train ____________________, and would arrive in
an hour.
2.

(make up)
was being made up

People ____________________, in town and in the hotel.3. (kill)were being killed

As we went round to the front of the house the elder woman
________________ away with her hands bound, and no sooner did the
young one descry her than she picked up her skirts and with one wild rush
tried to be off and away.

4.

(lead)

was being led

Her movements _____________________ not only by ourselves, but by
her two children.
5.

(watch)
were being watched

Paul looked up in fear and surprise, for it certainly seemed as if he
___________________ away.
6.

(turn)was being turned

His own horse _________________ as a pack saddle.7. (use)was being used

While the barrel _____________________ to a spar so as to be thrust well
out beyond the side of the brig, Van der Kemp descended the companion and
opened the cabin door.

8.

(fasten)

was being fastened

My hand ___________________ with a vengeance.9. (force)was being forced

A miracle ___________________ before his very eyes.10. (work)was being worked

He had scarcely passed out of the school grounds when he noticed that
he _____________________.
11.

(follow)was being followed

I also found that I _________________ on all the hurry-up work.12. (send)was being sent

It seemed to her that she ___________________ down!13. (dash)was being dashed

I never could, and thought of it as I ___________________ off on board.14.
(pull)

was being pulled
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They had no idea where they ___________________, or why.15. (take)were being taken

Happily the game _______________________ for money.16. (not/play)was not being played

While he _____________________, the pursuers reached Avila.17. (fetter)was being fettered

I had no doubt but what active preparations __________________ to
leave the ship.
18.

(make)
were being made

There were tables set out under the trees, and tea
____________________ round.
19.

(carry)was being carried

One would suppose that a vast amount of work
_________________________, but the facts are otherwise.
20.

(accomplish)was being accomplished
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